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External noise imposed on the reaction-diffusion system CO¿O2\CO2 on Ir „111… surfaces:
Experiment and theory
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We study experimentally and theoretically the influence of noise on the fractions of CO and oxygen in the
constant gas flow directed at an Ir~111! surface during CO oxidation. Depending on the noise strength and the
fraction Y of CO we observe in the deterministically bistable region a large variety of different types of
behavior. These include bistable behavior for small noise intensities, transitions from the upper to the lower
branch of the bistable loop and vice versa, island nucleation and growth and noise-induced switching. Near the
boundary of the bistable region and in the presence of noise the transition between the two branches takes place
via very slow domain wall motion with time scales of the order of 104–105 s. The experiments were carried
out in an UHV system for which the mass flow could be controlled very precisely. The modeling was using the
reaction-diffusion system underlying the reaction studied for which all the kinetic coefficients are known rather
precisely. Our numerical analysis was performed for one and two spatial dimensions showing qualitatively
similar behavior. The comparison between the experimental results and the modeling shows semiquantitative to
quantitative agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Theory

The study of the influence of noise on macroscopic s
tems is a classical field of physics@1#. We mention as an
example the evaluation of the escape rate of a system ov
barrier~Kramers’ problem@2#!. Frequently the noise encoun
tered is additive, that means in a equation describing the t
evolution of a system for one or more ‘‘stochastic’’ variabl
one has as driving force a deterministic part and a no
force, which does not depend on the variable. When cer
conditions for the deterministic forces~detailed balance! are
satisfied@3–5#, one can derive a generalized thermodynam
potential for the case of Gaussian white noise.

If a given dynamical system has only one stable fix
point and the noise is additive, the stationary probability d
tribution has its maximum at this point~for the type of sys-
tems discussed!. The situation becomes more complex if o
has not only one, but say two stable and one unstable fi
points. In case there exists a generalized thermodynamic
tential associated with such a system, the stationary prob
ity distribution will have two humps and a minimum in be
tween. A typical example for such a behavior is t
absorptive optical bistability in nonlinear optics@6,7#. Except
for one parameter value, the two minima of the associa
generalized thermodynamic potential are not equal in de
~the peaks in the stationary probability distribution are n
equally high!. This implies that one of the minima is a glob
minimum whereas the other one is a local minimum. As
function of a parameter, for example, the external laser fi
in the case of optical bistability, one traces a sigmoi
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shaped curve in parameter space consisting of two stabl~at
least locally! branches~upper and lower branch! and one
unstable branch in between~compare also Fig. 1 below fo
the analogous plot in the present system!.

A very similar picture emerges frequently when a pote
tial is not known. In this case one has then, for example, t
different attractors: one that has a larger basin of attrac
~corresponding to the deeper well in the potential cas!,
while the other deterministically stable fixed point has
smaller basin of attraction and corresponds to a well whic
more shallow in the potential picture. For the system stud
in this paper, the oxidation of CO on Ir~111! during admis-
sion of a constant CO1 oxygen flux to the surface, we hav
sketched out this situation in Fig. 2. The oxygen surface a
density is plotted as a function of the CO surface areal d
sity. A variation of the CO fractionY in the flux leads to a
change from a big basin of attraction for the upper bran
that is, the O rich surface@Fig. 2~a!# to a smaller basin of
attraction for the upper branch@Fig. 2~b!#. Even in the non-
potential case one uses frequently the terms deeper and
lower well as a shorthand notation, and we will follow th
custom.

Bistable systems occur in many branches of physics,
only in optics. Another example where such systems are
cussed frequently, in particular in recent years, are chem
reactions~compare, for example, Refs.@8–12#, and refer-
ences therein!. And, indeed, the subject of our combined e
perimental and theoretical studies described in the follow
is a chemical reaction on a surface.

So far we have only talked about additive noise. But it
also possible to have a noise source, which depends on
stochastic variable~s! characterizing the system. It could, fo
example, multiply the variablex with the noise strengthj:
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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xj. In this case the term multiplicative noise is used@13#.
This type of noise can have dramatic and often qualita
consequences for the resulting probability distributions: th
maxima can be shifted away from the locations of the de
ministically stable states and the number of maxima of
stationary probability distribution can change as a funct
of the noise strength@14#. As for the time dependence, on
can encounter a change from purely exponential relaxatio
nonexponential behavior@13#. Experimentally the influence
of multiplicative noise has been studied for electronic s
tems@15# without spatial degrees of freedom as well as
systems for which spatial degrees of freedom are import
for example, for electroconvection in nematic liquid crysta
@16#.

If the noise contributes in an additive as well as in
multiplicative manner, as is the case studied in the followi
a combination of the phenomena outlined above will ty
cally occur.

FIG. 1. ~a! CO2 rate measured during admitting CO and oxyg
to Ir~111! surfaces atT5500 K and constant total fluxF
50.88 ML/s. Y denotes the CO fraction in this flux. The dash
lines indicate the position of the hysteresis reported in Ref.@24#.
See the text for details.~b! This plot shows the deterministic hys
teresis loop for the CO2 rate as a function ofY5FCO/F total for
T5500 K as resulting from the kinetic model equations. The
rameter values used for the kinetic coefficients areF51.37
31015 cm22 s21, nIr51.5631015 cm22, sCO51, nCO51
31013 s21, ECO5140 kJ/mol, n rea5105 ML21 s21, Erea

540 kJ/mol, andsO50.11 andx53. The bistable regime extend
from Y50.084 to Y50.131. The speed of domain walls pass
through 0 close toY50.109. In both plots the ordinate is in arb
trary units~arb. units!.
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In the theoretical description given so far, we have n
mentioned the influence of spatial degrees of freedom~that
is, we have looked at the zero-dimensional case!. However,
the system studied, the CO oxidation reaction on Ir~111! sur-
faces, has clearly spatial extent. As a consequence we
incorporate into our investigations both the noise forces
well as the spatial degrees of freedom and we also take
account the interactions between these two types of co
butions. The latter type of effects leads, for example, to
natural explanation of the very long transients observed
perimentally for the surface reaction studied in terms

-

FIG. 2. The oxygen surface areal density,nO , is plotted as a
function of the CO surface areal density,nCO. Both areal densities
are bounded by the availability of Ir sites,nIr . The thin solid lines
are examples of trajectories on thenO-nCO plane, which illustrate
how the system will move from arbitrary initial condition
(nO

0 ,nCO
0 ) towards the stable fixed points. A variation of the C

fractionY in the flux leads to a change from a big basin of attract
for the upper branch@Fig. 2~a! on top# to a smaller basin of attrac
tion for the upper branch@Fig. 2~b!#. Note that the separatrix~thick
black solid line! delineates the borderline between the basins
attraction for the upper branch~white! and that of the lower branch
~gray!, where theY value in ~a! is smaller than theY value in ~b!.
9-2
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nucleation and wall motion in one and two spatial dime
sions mediating the transition from the upper to the low
branch and vice versa. We also emphasize that the comb
tion of externally controllable multiplicative and additiv
noise studied here is rather unique. In fact, we are not aw
of any previous experiment for which a well-defined com
nation of additive and multiplicative noise has been appl
externally.

B. Experiment

The CO oxidation reaction on a well-characterized sin
crystal surface can provide an exceptionally well-defined
ample of a bistable reaction-diffusion system. On surface
the Pt group metals, which neither strongly oxidize nor d
sociate CO upon its adsorption, formation of CO2 is readily
observed. If the surface exhibits structural instability w
respect to adsorption of one of the reactants, the CO2 reac-
tion rate at fixed CO and oxygen fluxes directed at the s
face exhibits oscillatory behavior@17–19#. If it is structurally
stable, the reaction rate might display bistability, i.e., t
CO2 rate exhibits a hysteresis in the rate/reactants comp
tion diagram. Accordingly, at a total gas fluxF of CO and
oxygen and given CO fractionY in this flux there are two
possible CO2 rates, high or low, which might be achieve
either by increasingY from 0 upwards or decreasingY from
1 downwards.

Structurally stable and sufficiently reactive with respect
CO oxidation are~111! surfaces of Pd, Pt, and Ir. As a
example, the CO2 reaction kinetics on Pt~111! has been
shown to exhibit bistability upon changing the CO/oxyg
ratio in a simultaneously varied total gas flux impinging t
catalyst surface@20–22#. A reaction kinetics hysteresis wa
also observed in a more complicated reaction, NO reduc
with hydrogen on Rh and Ir surfaces@23#.

Very recently it was shown by coauthors of the pres
work that the kinetics of the CO oxidation reaction on Ir~111!
surfaces exhibits bistability@24#. Unlike previous studies
these and the present experiments were performed acco
to the rules implied in theoretical descriptions of the resp
tive reactions, i.e.,F constant,Y varied. The experiments
employed very long (.10h) measuring times for approac
to the CO2 equilibrium rates in order to warrant that th
influence of transient effects could be neglected. The C2
rates obtained at 500 K, a total CO1 oxygen flux of 0.88
ML/s (1 ML51.5631015 cm22, the areal density of atom
on the Ir~111! surface!, and variedY fraction of CO in this
flux are shown in Fig. 1.

It is seen that in the range 0.135,Y,0.155 the CO2 rates
exhibit bistability with a high rate and a low rate branch, t
former obtained upon rampingY up, the latter upon ramping
Y down. At a fixed Y value within the hysteresis limits
through application of short pure CO gas pulses the CO2 rate
could be switched from the high rate branch to the low r
branch, and vice versa using oxygen pulses.

In order to rationalize this phenomenon, the appropri
set of reaction kinetics differential equations~RKDEs! was
set up and for the zero-dimensional approach, i.e., neglec
diffusion on a spatially extended surface, one gets
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dnCO/dt5sCOFYne /nIr2nCOnCOexp~2ECO/kT!

2n reanCOnOexp~2Erea /kT!, ~1!

dnO/dt52sOF~12Y!~ne /nIr!
x

2n reanCOnOexp~2Erea /kT! ~2!

dnCO2
/dt5n reanCOnOexp~2Erea /kT!, ~3!

with sCO, sO as CO and oxygen sticking coefficients, respe
tively, sCO51 set for simplicity;F as combined gas flux o
CO and oxygen;Y as fraction of CO in this flux;nIr , ne ,
nCO, and nO as surface areal densities of Ir atoms, emp
CO, and O occupied sites, respectively; the normalizing c
dition nCO1nO1ne5nIr applies;nCO andECO as desorption
frequency factor and desorption activation energy of C
n rea andErea as reaction frequency factor and reaction ac
vation energy;x as a phenomenological quantity which co
trols sticking of oxygen adsorption on an Ir surface partia
covered with CO and O; anddnCO2

/dt as CO2 rate, which
was available through measurement.

Using experimentally measured~or set or given! quanti-
ties F51.3731015 cm22 s21, nIr51.5631015 cm22, sCO
51, nCO5131013 s21, ECO5140 kJ/mol, n rea
5105 ML21 s21, Erea540 kJ/mol, andsO50.11, by chos-
ing x53 @25# ~and references therein!, the essentials of the
measured CO2 rate versusY dependence as shown in Fig.
including bistability, was reproduced in a very satisfacto
manner. The origin of the bistability can be traced back to
settingx53 in Eq.~2!. This makes the above RKDEs syste
nonlinear and makes bistable behavior possible.

The CO2 rate versusY data like those shown in Fig. 1
were observed to be strongly affected by the time peri
allowed for determination of the CO2 equilibrium rates. This
effect forced the long time periods used to collect the d
shown in Fig. 1 and suggests that the omission of diffusion
the above system of RKDEs is inappropriate and must
replaced by reaction-diffusion kinetics differential equatio
~RDKDEs!. Including diffusion terms in the above Eqs.~1!
and ~2! will make the surface concentrations of CO and
dependent on space and time and allow for demixing of
adsorbed species into islands by which the rather slow
proach to equilibrium rates could be explained. It is clear t
from solutions of the set of RKDEs this feature is not acc
sible, since the time is not controlled by a physical proces
this approach~only entering in a ‘‘mathematical’’ manner fo
definition of time derivatives!.

The aim of the present paper is an extension the prev
solution of the RKDEs to RDKDEs by inclusion of diffusion
and, more importantly, an experimental and theoretical
vestigation of the consequences of application of a ‘‘noisyY
to the measured CO2 rates. It is clear that an approach to th
latter objective requires a solution of the former problem.
noted, implementation of diffusion on the surface into the
of differential equations results in (x,y) spatially resolved
concentrationsne(x,y,t), nCO(x,y,t), andnO(x,y,t), which
are, however, not accessible in the present experime
9-3
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HAYASE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
which rely on the measurement of the CO2 rate only, a space
average on the sample surface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The experiments were carried out in an UHV syste
equipped with instrumentation for surface preparation~Ar
ion gun!, characterization~AES spectrometer!, and manipu-
lation (T control, CO and O2 gas handling!. As described in
more detail in Ref.@25#, the essential component of the sy
tem is a small differentially pumped UHV chamber attach
to the main chamber. The small chamber comprises a d
tube on its center axis and a quadrupole mass spectrom
~QMS, Balzers 400! in its pumping line. CO and oxygen o
the highest available purity~99.997 % and 99.9999 %, re
spectively! were delivered from pressurized cylinde
through reducing valves and two mass-flow controll
~MFCs, MKS 200!. After appropriate mixing the gas wa
supplied to the input of the doser tube and directed from
output end normally to the sample surface. Sample temp
tures were regulated within 1/100 K. The primary gas fluxF
~CO 1 oxygen! was held constant throughout the measu
ments and monitored by a MKS Baratron, only its relati
CO contentY was changed by appropriate programming
the MFCs. The gas flux (O2, CO, CO2) emitted from the Ir
surface was mass-analyzed by the QMS after randomiza
at the walls of the small chamber. Due to differentia
pumping of the small chamber, the recorded CO2 signals are
proportional to CO2 rates.

According to the manufacturers specification, the co
puter controlled MFCs allowed regulation ofY for CO and
12Y for oxygen within60.001. The intrinsic random nois
on Y and 12Y introduced by the MFCs was also60.001.

The data measured for the present work were collec
with a new set of MFCs, which replaced those used in
previous study@24#. With the new MFCs the hysteresis wa
measured betweenY50.135 andY50.155, i.e., displaced
by 0.01 to higher values as compared to the previous d
~indicated by the dotted hysteresis in Fig. 1!. In order to
check for consistency, the new MFCs were exchanged
the position of the hysteresis was determined again. The
sition of the hysteresis remained unchanged, from whic
was concluded that the new MFCs provide correct gas flo
and that at least one of the old MFCs was outside of
specification~which cannot be verified in the present labor
tory with the required precision!.

The experiments were performed at constant tempera
T5500 K, and constant total flux,F total50.88 ML/s. At
the start of an experimental run, the MFCs were operate
some initial valuesYini and 12Yini , e.g.,Yini50 ~pure oxy-
gen flux!, or Yini51 ~pure CO flux!. At a time t050 theY
~CO fraction ofF total) and 12Y ~oxygen fraction ofF total)
values were set toY0 and 12Y0 by appropriate program
ming of the MFCs. The CO2 rateR(Y0 ,t) was recorded as a
function of time. Beginning fromt5t1 a noiseDY1 was
superimposed onY0. The CO2 rate R(Y0 ,DY1 ,t2t1) was
recorded until the noise was changed to a new valueDY2 at
t5t2, and so on.

The noise componentsDY were produced after selectio
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of a noise amplitudeDYmax through generation of random
numbersDY in the interval (2DYmax,DYmax). A computed
DY value was superimposed on the meanY value,Y0, for a
time period of 3 s. Subsequently, a newDY value was ap-
plied for 3 s, and so on. The interval 3 s was chosen as th
duration of a noise componentDY since the response time o
the MFCs was only 0.5 s.

The time dependent particle fluxes at the surface,FCO(t)
andFO2

(t), delivered by the gas supply via the MFCs a

the doser tube were affected not only by the response tim
the MFCs, but also by the conductivity of the doser tube, a
the pumping speed of the connected vacuum system. In
present experiments, through programming of the MFCs
the described manner the time-averaged CO and oxy
fluxes as measured with the QMS in the small chamber w
very well described by Gaussian distributions centered at
mean fluxesFCO5F total,meanY0 and FO2

5F total,mean(1

2Y0), e.g., FCO;F total,meanY0exp(2@(Y2Y0)/DA2#2),
with D as a characteristic width.

Using these procedures, two types of measurements w
performed.

Influence of noise on the stability of the high and low ra
branches. A specificY value was set, inside or outside of th
hysteresis. After the system had assumed its equilibrium r
noise was applied with increasing amplitudes and the res
ing CO2 rates were measured as a function of time.

From these measurements it was intended to obtain
stability of the high and low rate branches with respect to
application of noise, in particular the noise amplitude
which the hysteresis disappears.

Influence of noise on the approach to equilibrium rate
Starting with someYini value, typically 0 or 1,Y was
changed toY0, either inside or just outside the hysteres
region, as depicted in Fig. 1, and a noiseDY was applied
simultaneously.

These measurements were suggested by the very
~many hours! approach to the equilibrium CO2 rate afterY
had been changed to a new value. Since birth and deca
island structures were assumed to play a key role h
through application of noise the effect of a statistically va
ing primary gas flux on these features was investigated.

III. THEORETICAL METHODS

Starting point of our approach is not an atomistic descr
tion of chemical reactions, but rather a continuum approa
We stress that we are considering experimental surfa
which are covered by about 1015 particles per cm2. This
approach for a very large particle number is therefore qu
tatively different from a Monte Carlo approach. We also e
phasize that spatiotemporal fluctuations in the concentrat
of O and CO are included in our approach in the spirit o
continuum approximation.

To describe the effect of spatial variations and the form
tion of spatial~spatiotemporal! patterns, we modify the rate
equations given in the preceding section by incorporat
diffusion terms,
9-4
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]nCO/]t5sCOFYne /nIr2nCOnCOexp~2ECO/kT!

2n reanCOnOexp~2Erea /kT!1DCO¹2nCO,

~4!

]nO/]t52sOF~12Y!~ne /nIr!
x2n reanCOnO

3exp~2Erea /kT!1DO¹2nO, ~5!

nCO1nO1ne5nIr , ~6!

where the last equation just reflects the fact that all Ir s
are either empty (ne) or are occupied with CO (nCO) or
oxygen (nO). For the parameters in Eqs.~4!–~6! we use the
values F51.3731015 cm22 s21, nIr51.5631015 cm22,
sCO51, nCO5131013 s21, ECO5140 kJ/mol, n rea
5105 ML21 s21, Erea540 kJ/mol, andsO50.11 and we
choosex53. These values coincide with those given in t
preceding section. For the diffusion coefficients we estim
from the data collected in Ref.@26#: DCO51024 cm2/s and
DO51025 cm2/s.

FIG. 3. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
T5500 K, Y50.130, and various noise amplitudesDY. Right
panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in the l
panel. Thin lines indicate the position of the upper and lower r
close toY50.130. The graph in the inset illustrates schematica
the investigated point on the rate vsY curve.
02160
s

te

In Fig. 1~b! we have plotted the CO2 rate as a function of
the CO fraction forT5500 K obtained by numerically solv
ing the differential equations~1!–~3!. One clearly sees a
fairly broad bistable region over which two values of th
CO2 rate are locally stable. It extends fromY50.084 toY
50.131. For sufficiently high and sufficiently low temper
tures there is no hysteresis@24#.

We would like to emphasize that we are making no a
justments and no rescaling to obtain the same location
width in order to achieve coincidence between the model
the experimental observations. As can be seen compa
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! this implies a shift in the location of the
hysteresis loop inY as well as a smaller width for the exper
mental hysteresis loop when compared with the model.

To discuss the qualitative influence of noise on the C
fraction Y and, equivalently, on the oxygen fraction 12Y,
we rewrite Eqs.~4!–~6! more compactly in the rescaled form

]nCO/]t5aYne2bnCO2gnCOnO1DCO¹2nCO, ~7!

]nO/]t5d~12Y!ne
32gnCOnO1DO¹2nO, ~8!

ne5nIr2nO2nCO. ~9!

t
e
y

FIG. 4. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.160, and various noise amplitudesDY. Right panel:
normalized probability distributions of the rates in the left pan
Other details as in Fig. 3.
9-5
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If we now superpose noise onY,

Y→Y1j, ~10!

we obtain for the first equation an additive noise te
;anIrj and a multiplicative noise term;2a(nO1nCO)j.
For the second equation the noise terms take the f
2d(nIr2nO2nCO)3j consisting again of an additive pa
;2dnIr

3j and a multiplicative part ;2@(nO1nCO)3

13nIr(nO1nCO)223nIr
2(nO1nCO)#j.

Thus one has contributions from both types of noise. S
stochastic processes have been discussed in Ref.@13# for the
case of Gaussian white noise in spatially homogeneous
tems using the Fokker-Planck approach. However, since
type of noise studied in our experiments is of a differe
nature and since we investigate as well the effect of spa
variations, we solve the resulting Langevin equations
rectly numerically. For our numerical calculations we use
time-splitting method and second-order finite differenci
for the diffusion term. We have varied the box length~lateral
dimension of box size in two dimensions! from L510 to L
540 (L52 to L510 in two dimensions! and use a grid size
of dx50.0125 in one spatial dimension anddx5dy

FIG. 5. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.142 ~upper rate!, and various noise amplitudesDY.
Right panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in
left panel. Other details as in Fig. 3.
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50.0125 in two spatial dimensions. For the time step
useddt50.01. We checked that our choices for the grid s
and the time step did not influence the results obtained,
varying both, the grid size and the time step. For all nume
cal solutions of Eqs.~4!–~6! the noisej @with the properties
^j&50 and ^j(x,t)j(x1dx,t1dt)&5Qd(dx)d(dt)] was
applied at all times and was varying in space—compare a
the discussion in the next paragraph for additional details
the implementation. Only if one would start with a spatia
homogeneous state and would apply strictly spatially hom
geneous noise, the terms involving the Laplace opera
would vanish. We would like to stress, however, that t
noise term;j in Eq. ~10! varies as a function of space an
time.

To obtain results that can be compared to the experime
we averaged the applied noise over a spatial interval ofDx
50.125 in one dimension and overDx50.25,Dy50.25 in
two spatial dimensions. This procedure accounts for the
that the concentration of O and CO particles on the surfac
not homogeneous. Accordingly effective sticking coefficien
vary as a function of space and time. In addition, we av
aged the applied noise over a time periodtnoise59 s. This
time scale was chosen to account for the experimentally

FIG. 6. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.142 ~lower rate!, and various noise amplitudesDY.
Right panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in t
left panel. Other details as in Fig. 3.
9-6
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EXTERNAL NOISE IMPOSED ON THE REACTION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
served phenomenology for short times. This averaging t
was fixed once and kept constant for all runs to provi
guarantee a coherent theoretical picture not influenced
parameter variations. Compare the discussion further be
for the details about the comparison to the experimental
sults.

IV. RESULTS

In the course of the measurements the time depen
CO2 ratesR(t) were recorded at about a dozen points in
(R,Y) diagram shown in Fig. 1, withY varied betweenY
50.1 andY50.2, at up to ten noise amplitudes varying b
tween DYmax50 and DYmax50.2. Including reproducing
measurements the collected data set consists of more
100 CO2 rate versus time curves, typically measured for s
eral hours each, at a data taking frequency of about 1
Clearly, only a representative selection of these data ca
presented here. In order to provide information about
essential consequences of noise application on the su
reaction, seven characteristic examples were selected,
just outside and four inside of the hysteresis region, and
example of the consequences of noise on the approac

FIG. 7. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.150 ~upper rate!, and various noise amplitudesDY.
Right panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in
left panel. Other details as in Fig. 3.
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stationary rates. For easier reading, the figures shown be
contain a small graphical annotation which allows an e
orientation concerning the position of the investigated po
in the CO2 rate/Y diagram. The figures provide the tim
evolution of the CO2 ratesR at selectedY0 ,DYmax settings
and the normalized probability distributions ofR(t). For the
latter, dotted lines are included to provide the position of
upper (Rup , UR in the figures! and lower (Rlow , LR in the
figures! rates at or close to the chosenY value. Furthermore,
instead of usingDYmax for specification of the noise ampli
tude, the shorthand notationDY applies below. Lastly, the
DY values given below do not include the intrinsic noise
the MFCs, but only that noise which was applied intentio
ally.

A. Noise applied outside the hysteresis regime

Figure 3 displays CO2 rates measured atY050.13 at in-
creasing noise amplitudes. Consulting Fig. 1 it is seen
with this choice ofY the system is initially placed on th
upper rate branch just below the onset of the hysteresis
gion. In the left panel of Fig. 3 the raw CO2 ratesR(t) are
shown as a function of time, witht50 an arbitrary time,

FIG. 8. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.150 ~lower rate!, and various noise amplitudesDY.
Right panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in t
left panel. Other details as in Fig. 3.
9-7
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HAYASE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
selected at the end of transient CO2 rate versus time behavio
after installation ofY0 without applied noise. From the time
scale supplied at the abscissa it is clear that theR(t) data
shown correspond to long lasting effects and not to sh
transient phenomena caused by switching fromYini to Y0 at
the start of the experiment. In the right panel of Fig. 3 t
normalized probability distributionsP(R) of these rates are
shown. With no external noise (DY50) applied toY, the
CO2 rateR(t) exhibits a small noise. The related probabili
distributionP(R) has a sharp peak centered at the upper
Rup , the stationary CO2 rate atY50.13. Ideally, atDY50
the P(R) distribution should be ad-function atRup . Note,
however, that the MFCs exhibit a combined internal no
component withDY50.002, which prohibits ad-function
like appearance ofP(R). Accordingly, the topmost curves i
Fig. 3 characterize the low-~zero external! noise limit acces-
sible with the present instrumentation.

It is seen in the left panel of Fig. 3 that with increasin
external noise amplitudeDY the CO2 rates exhibit higher
noise, also reflected in the correspondingP(R) distributions
in the right panel. These distributions get wider, howe
they stay centered atRup . The shape of theP(R) distribu-
tions reflects the distribution of noisyY values applied. Note

FIG. 9. Left panel: CO2 rates measured as a function of time
500 K, Y50.160 ~upper rate!, and various noise amplitudesDY.
Right panel: normalized probability distributions of the rates in
left panel. Other details as in Fig. 3.
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that even at noise amplitudes sufficient to shift the syst
fully into the hysteresis region, the center of the probabil
distributions of the rates does not shift away fromRup or
develop a second peak. AtY50.13 the ratesR just fluctuate
around the upper rateRup , which might be expressed b
saying that atY50.13 the system is located in a potenti
minimum at (Y,Rup) and is very stable against application
noise.

Figure 4 shows CO2 rates measured atY50.16, i.e., just
above that of the hysteresis region, with increasing no
amplitudes. As seen in Fig. 1, at thisY value the stability
point of the system is located on the~nonhysteretic! lower
rate branch. With intrinsic MFC noise only theP(R) distri-
bution has a sharp peak atRlow . P(R) develops a wing
towards higher rates through application of noise, but dr
off sharply towards lower rates. This is required since le
than the minimum rate is not possible. At the highest no
amplitude,DY50.13, there are sharp rate peaks in theR(t)
curve which even pass the upper rate determined just a

FIG. 10. The probability densities are plotted for the upper a
lower branch as a function of noise strengthDY. The box size is
L510, the averaging interval for the noiseDx50.125, the grid size
dx50.0125, the time stepdt50.01, and the averaging time for th
noise,tnoise59 s. ~a! Probability density on the upper branch fo
five values DY50.01, 0.03, 0.08, 0.12, and 0.15 for the noi
strength andY50.09. We note that the probability density broade
first and that then the peak also shifts towards the lower branch~b!
Probability density on the lower branch for five valuesDY
50.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.12, and 0.15 forY50.12. In this case the
peak of the probability density also broadens but starts to s
towards the upper branch immediately as the noise strength is
creased.~c! and ~d! show the experimental analogs using the e
perimental results presented in Figs. 5 and 8. Note that no pa
eter adjustments are made to achieve agreement betw
experiment and theory at the sameY value ~compare the detailed
discussion in Sec. III!.
9-8
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EXTERNAL NOISE IMPOSED ON THE REACTION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
hysteresis border. This phenomenon is due to the fact th
this high noise amplitude it can happen that one pure oxy
noise pulse covers the surface with oxgen and a subseq
CO-rich noise pulse causes a rate which is not achieved
der steady state conditions. The distribution of the high pe
in the bottom of Fig. 4 qualifies these events as rare,
expected. In spite of these transients the rate distribut
illustrate that atY50.16 the system is located in a potent
minimum at (Y,Rlow) and application of noise does not sh
it out of that minimum.

FIG. 11. Phase diagram showing the transient behavior:~a! ex-
perimental and~b! model. The phenomena occurring are plotted
the Y vs noise strengthDY plane. We observe, in the determinis
cally bistable regime, transitions from the upper to the lower bra
~indicated by horizontal lines!, from the lower to the upper branc
~vertical lines!, bistability, domain wall motion in the long-time
limit ( t5104–105 s) from the lower to the upper branch~lines
tilted by 45°) and from the upper to the lower branch~lines tilted
by 245°), and noise-induced switching~wavy lines!. The white
areas denote regions for which a clear-cut assignment to one ty
behavior was not possible. The black region cannot be reached
perimentally.
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B. Noise applied inside the hysteresis regime

The data shown in Fig. 5 were taken starting at the up
branch of the hysteresis atY50.142, close to, but below the
center of the hysteresis. Without external noise applied,
probability distribution P(R) is a sharp peak centered
Rup . Application of a small noise amplitudeDY50.04 only
broadensP(R), like that observed in Fig. 3, but atDY
50.06 further broadening is accompanied by a shift of
maximum away fromRup towardsRlow . At larger DY val-
ues the distribution gets wider, its maximum shifts to a r
close to midway betweenRup and Rlow , but there are still
significant contributions from rates aroundRup . If the start-
ing point was selected also atY50.142 but at the lower rate
Rlow , as was done for collection of the data shown in Fig.
the maximum ofP(R) shifts away fromRlow already at

h

of
x-

FIG. 12. Phase diagram showing the phenomena obtained in
long-time limit t→`: ~a! experimental and~b! model. The types of
characteristic behavior include lower branch with noise superpo
~horizontal lines!, upper branch with noise superposed~vertical
lines!, bistable behavior, and—for large values of the no
strength—switching and bursts~wavy lines!. Other details are as in
Fig. 11.
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FIG. 13. The time dependence of the CO2 rate is shown for slow and fast transitions from the upper to the lower branch and vice v
Slow transition from upper to lower branch:~a! Y50.16,DY50; ~e! Y50.12 andDY50.027. Slow transition from lower to upper branc
~b! Y50.13, DY50; ~f! Y50.09 andDY50.025. Fast transition from upper to lower branch:~c! Y50.16, DY50.05; ~g! Y50.12 and
DY50.06. Fast transition from lower to upper branch:~d! Y50.13, DY50.05, ~h! Y50.09 andDY50.06. Note that the time scale on th
abscissa is different by an order of magnitude when going from~e! and~f! to ~g! and~h!. Time t is in seconds and the CO2 rate in arbitrary
units.
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g. 8
DY50.04. Through increased noise amplitudes the shift g
larger and the distributionP(R) broadens. AtDY50.08 and
0.12 the maximum ofP(R) is located midway betweenRup
andRlow and a large fraction ofP(R) is located aroundRup .
Apparently, states of the system which lead to rates a
close toRup are more stable in the long-time limit~compare
Figs. 5 and 6, especially forDY50.04) with respect to ap
plication of noise than those which lead to rates nearRlow .
In terms of the double-well potential picture for the descr
tion of bistability one would conclude that close to but belo
the center of the hysteresis the state (Y,Rup) defines the
deeper well and the state (Y,Rlow) the less deep well.

Moving within the hysteresis region a little upwards a
beyond the hysteresis center by choosingY50.15 and start-
ing at the upper rateRup the rates and probability distribu
tions shown in Fig. 7 were obtained. Without applied no
and noise amplitudes of 0.01 and 0.03 the features ar
expected from the previous examples. However, at a n
amplitude ofDY50.05 the system at first exhibits substa
tial rate fluctuations aroundRup for about 4000 s. Then
while still fluctuating, the rate drops in a large time period
several thousand seconds until it settles with smaller fluc
tions close to the lower rateRlow . The probability distribu-
tion for DY50.05 reflects this behavior by a strong peak
Rlow and weaker features betweenRlow and Rup . Applica-
tion of a noise amplitude ofDY50.06 causes the same e
fects, although a little accelerated. AtDY50.08 the CO2 rate
drops in a noisy fashion within less than 2000 s toRlow and
its asymptotic development with time exhibits strong fluctu
02160
ts

or

-

e
as
se
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f
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t

-

tions aroundRlow with a probability distribution which drops
off towards low CO2 rates due to the low rate limitation
considered above. The reaction of the system to noise il
trates that atY50.15 the state which corresponds toRup is
fairly unstable and that application of a sufficiently larg
noise drives the system into the state which correspond
the low rateRlow . Accordingly, the state (Y,Rup) is in the
shallower potential well and the state (Y,Rlow) in the deeper
well.

The response of the system to noise prepared atY50.15
in the lower rate atRlow is illustrated in Fig. 8. Without noise
and for small noise amplitude the rates and rate distributi
are expected in view of the previous examples. The sm
downward shift of the whole probability distribution fo
DY50.03 is within experimental accuracy for these lo
measurements. At noise amplitudesDY50.05 and 0.08 the
rate distributionsP(R) develop a wing towardsRup , but the
maximum of the distribution stays at or close toRlow . A
comparison with Fig. 7 illustrates that at these noise am
tudes the system prepared initially in the upper rateRup
moves to the lower rateRlow . Application of even higher
DY values causes further broadening ofP(R) at DY50.08
and finally atDY50.13 a substantial shift of the maximum
of P(R) away fromRlow . A consistency check of the dat
can be performed by comparing the rates and probab
distributions forDY50.08 in Figs. 7 and 8. It is seen that th
curves are not identical, as required by the use of rand
noise, but exhibit the same essential features. From Fi
one can conclude that the system atY50.15 in the state
9-10
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EXTERNAL NOISE IMPOSED ON THE REACTION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
which corresponds toRlow is fairly stable and that even ap
plication of large noise does not drive the system away fr
that state. This confirms the above conclusion that aY
50.15 the absolute minimum of the double-well potential
the bistable system is located at (Y,Rlow).

C. Approach to stationary, possibly noisy rates

In the experimental section it was specified that preced
application of noise the procedure to install a starting po
of an experiment atY0 consisted of changingY from an
initial Yini ~e.g., Yini50) value to the requiredY0 value.
Since the response time of the MFCs is about 0.5 s, lo
time transients of the CO2 rate for approach to the stationa
state could be measured. Examples of these measurem
are shown in Fig. 9. The initial procedures for these meas
ments were identical:Yini50, DYini50, installation ofY0
50.16 while keepingDY5DYini , application of a required

FIG. 14. Space-time plots and snapshots of the spatial struc
for a fixed timet for the transitions described in Fig. 13. We ha
plotted in black all values fornCO which satisfynCO,1/2(nCO

upper

1nCO
lower), wherenCO

upper andnCO
lower are taken from the bistable so

lutions of the ordinary differential equations. The solid line ind
cates the concentration of CO and the dashed line that of O.
times t of the snapshots are~a! t54000, ~b! t57500, ~c! t5300,
and ~d! t5300. We note that~a! and ~b! show that the long tran-
sients are dominated by the slow motion of a small number
domain walls while the short transients displayed in~c! and~d! are
associated with a rapidly varying spatial structure. The time on
ordinates is in seconds and the abscissa is in scaled length un
02160
f
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t
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nts
e-

DY at t5120 s ~a time arbitrarily chosen, but sufficientl
long to guarantee that the rate is constant before the nois
applied!. The fact that the approach to equilibrium is fast
for DY50.01 than forDY50.02 probably reflects inevitable
variations in the initial conditions although the preparation
the initial state was identical. It is seen in Fig. 9 that w
DY50 the CO2 rate R initially assumes a value close t
Rup , close to the upper rate of the nearby hysteretic stat
Y50.155, then creeps slowly down toRlow , which is close
to the lower rate of the adjacent hysteretic state. The pr
ability distribution reflects this behavior: during most of th
time covered by Fig. 9 the system had settled in the low
rate state atRlow . Application of noise changes the phenom
ena significantly. The approach to the more stable stat
Rlow gets faster and the CO2 rates recorded during and afte
the transition exhibit noise. It is seen from Fig. 9 that t
acceleration of the approach to the stationary~and noisy!
state Rlow by application of sufficiently large noise,DY
50.13, is so fast that it occurs within the first few 100 s af
application of the noise.

D. Noise effects observed in the numerical investigations

In Fig. 10 we plot the probability densities for the upp
and lower branch as a function of noise intensity. The dot
lines on the abscissa indicate the locations of the upper
lower branch in the noise-free case. As one expects in
itively, the probability density broadens as the noise stren
increases in both cases. However, it is worthwhile to n
that for the upper branch the probability density broade
first before the peak starts to shift towards the lower bra
@Fig. 10~a!#, while for the lower branch the shift process se
in as soon as noise is superposed@Fig. 10~b!#. A comparison
with the experimental data presented in Figs. 10~c! and 10~d!
illustrates that the essential features of the experimental
are reproduced by the theoretical model almost quan
tively.

In Fig. 11 we present the phase diagrams showing
transient behavior obtained from the experiment@Fig. 11~a!#
and the model@Fig. 11~b!#. In the diagrams we plot the cha
acteristics of the system arranged in (Y,DY) fields classified
according to different types of behavior. The classification
described in detail at the bottom of the figure. Outside
bistable regime we observe noisy behavior on the sta
branch, that is, on the upper branch for small values ofY and
on the lower branch for large values ofY. In the bistable
regime a rich variety of behaviors is observed as the no
strength is increased. There is bistability for sufficien
small noise strength: the system stays on the upper or lo
branch when noise is applied. There is domain wall mot
leading to very long transients of 104–105 s ~compare also
the discussion further below!, and there are noise-induce
transitions from the upper to the lower or from the lower
the upper branch for intermediate noise strength and fin
noise-induced switching between the two branches for su
ciently high noise strength.

In Fig. 12 the results obtained in the long-time limitt
→` are displayed complementing the transient behav
shown in Fig. 11 and classified accordingly. As expected,
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FIG. 15. The time dependence of the CO2 rate is shown for the lower and upper branch with bursts and for noise-induced switc
Lower branch with bursts:~a! Y50.15, DY50.05, ~d! Y50.11 andDY50.09. Upper branch with bursts:~b! Y50.142, DY50.06; ~e!
Y50.105 andDY50.08. Noise-induced switching:~c! Y50.145,DY50.13; ~f! Y50.11 andDY50.13. These types of behavior persist
the long-time limitt→`. The graphs in the right column show the probability density of CO2. We note that the averaging time chosen f
the modeling is three times longer than that for the experimental runs. Correspondingly the variations in CO2 in the left column are larger
and more rapid. A smaller averaging time in the modeling also leads to larger and more rapid variations. Timet is in seconds and the CO2

rate in arbitrary units.
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finds outside the deterministically bistable regime noisy
havior on the upper and lower branch, respectively. Ins
the bistable regime in the noise-free state, we have with
creasing noise strength bistable behavior, bursts, and fin
noise-induced switching for high noise strength, a pheno
enon that continues indefinitely—a feature that also app
to the bursts.

After we have given the overview over the various typ
of behavior observed, we will now present in detail the ch
acteristic features of each type. In Fig. 13 we have plot
the time dependence of the CO2 rate for fast and slow tran
sitions from the upper to the lower branch and vice versa.
note that the difference in the time scales involved in th
transitions can vary by more than two orders of magnitu
The origin of these differences becomes clear when the
tiotemporal behavior is investigated. In Fig. 14 we sh
space-time plots and snapshots of the spatial structures
the transitions presented in Fig. 13 obtained from o
dimensional~1D! simulations. We note that the speed of d
main wall motion is smaller, when the parameter value oY
is taken closer toY50.109, where the speed of wall motio
is zero. One clearly sees the qualitative differences in beh
ior between the long transients associated with domain w
motion and the short transients for which one has ma
small and irregular sized domains of the unstable type v
ishing fairly rapidly as they are replaced by the more sta
state. Finally we emphasize that the duration of the ini
plateaulike region for the transitions with long transients
pends sensitively on the initial conditions of the noise. Qu
tatively very little changes when the numerical simulatio
are performed for two spatial dimensions instead of one s
tial dimension~compare also the discussion of the results
our numerical simulations in two spatial dimensions belo!.

In Fig. 15 we show the time dependence of the CO2 rate
for the lower and upper branch with bursts as well as for
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noise-induced switching. On the right side of each type
time dependence the associated probability distribution
displayed. All three types of behavior continue indefinitely
long as the noise is supplied. When the noise is turned off
system returns to the scenario expected from the analys
the purely deterministic system. In Fig. 16 we have
sembled space-time plots and snapshots of the spatial
terns for the scenarios shown in Fig. 15 obtained from
simulations. One clearly sees the small spatial scales~high
wave-vector contents! connected with noise-induced burs
as well as with noise-induced switching. In all three cas
this is brought out very clearly by both, the space-time pl
and the snapshots, while these types of behavior appea
as dramatic when only the spatially averaged temporal
havior is considered~compare Fig. 15 for an instructive con
trast!.

In Figs. 17 and 18 we present two examples of the s
tiotemporal dynamics obtained from two-dimensional sim
lations. In Fig. 17 the long transient from the upper to t
lower branch is shown for a box size ofL3L5232. The
times at which the six two-dimensional snapshots are ta
are indicated by arrows in the temporal evolution of CO2
shown on top in Fig. 17. One clearly sees that the transi
occurs via nucleation followed by a slow domain wall m
tion. It would surely be very interesting to check this pred
tion by experiments with spatial resolution like those usi
photoelectron emission microscopy. In Fig. 18 we show
example of the burst behavior for bursts occurring sup
posed on the lower branch. The two snapshots show a
nificant change in the spatial pattern when the bursts oc
@Fig. 18~b!#.

V. DISCUSSION

For values of the parametersY for which there is deter-
ministically only one basin of attraction~Figs. 3 and 4!, the
9-12
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EXTERNAL NOISE IMPOSED ON THE REACTION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
effect of noise is predominantly a broadening of the pro
ability distribution—as is expected—and an asymmetry
well as a small shift of the location of the maximum f
parameter values on the lower branch close to the hyste
loop. Inside the deterministically bistable regime the pro
ability density ~Figs. 5–8! broadens and the location of it
maximum shifts away from the deterministic value of t
starting location. In addition, there is, for moderate to hi
noise strength, the occurrence of an increasing asymmet
the distribution, which is more pronounced when starting
the lower branch. These results compare well with those
tained from the numerical analysis: starting on the up
branch the probability density broadens first with increas
noise strength before it also starts to shift discernibly, wh
for a starting value on the lower branch, this shift away fro
the deterministic location of the starting value occurs ev
for small noise strength.

Near the boundary of the bistable regime the transiti
from the smaller basin of attraction to the larger one proc

FIG. 16. Space-time plots and snapshots of the spatial struc
for a fixed timet for the time dependencies described in Fig. 1
The notation and the drawing style is the same as for Fig. 14.
times t of the snapshots are~a! t53000, ~b! t51000, and~c! t
51000. We note that~a! and ~b! show that the bursts continu
indefinitely and that the arising spatial structures are small sc
The same applies to the noise-induced switching shown in~c!. The
time on the ordinates is in seconds and the abscissa is in sc
length units.
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for small noise strengths via long transients~Fig. 13!, while
for larger noise strengths the time scales involved are sho
by about two orders of magnitude. The reason for this d
ference in time scales becomes clear, when space-time
and snapshots of the spatial structures are analyzed~Fig. 14!.
In one case the transition is triggered by isolated nuclea
sites far apart and proceeds via domain wall motion o

re
.
e

e.

led

FIG. 17. Example of a long transient for the transition form t
upper to lower branch as it arises in 2D simulations;Y50.12 and
DY50.025. The box size isL3L5232, Dx for the noise averag-
ing is Dx50.25, and the averaging time for the noise istnoise

59 s. For the snapshots shown in Figs. 17 and 18 the minimal
of the squares visible in the plots corresponds to the area
which the noise is averaged. High values of CO correspond to w
and low values to black. The timest for which the spatial snapshot
are shown are marked in the time dependence of the CO2 rate: ~a!
t52000, ~b! t54500, ~c! t55000, ~d! t55300, ~e! t55600, and
~f! t56000. This sequence of snapshots clearly shows that nu
ation takes place. In the top diagram the CO2 rate is in arbitrary
units and the time on the abscissa is in seconds.
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HAYASE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021609 ~2004!
small number of walls while for the other case there is a h
density of nucleation sites and the system fills in rather f
The slow nucleation process is also clearly brought out in
2D results shown in Fig. 17.

Increasing the noise strength further one observes in
experiments as well as in the simulations first bursts and t
noise-induced switching~Fig. 15!. In the 1D and 2D simula-
tions this is brought out dramatically when space-time pl
and spatial snapshots are analyzed~Figs. 16 and 18!.

The experimentally and numerically observed behavio
a function ofY and the noise strengthDY is summarized for
the transient behavior and the asymptotic regime in Figs
and 12, respectively.

Coming back to our Fig. 2 showing thenCO-nO diagram
of the spatially homogeneous system in the deterministic
bistable regime, we can conclude, both from our experim
tal and numerical results, that an increase of the app
noise strength leads to an increased band ofnCO and nO
values on both sides of the separatrix the system can h
access to. In addition, the stable fixed points expand to
‘‘area.’’ For large enough noise strength a noise-induc
switching behavior can occur, since the system has n
‘‘access’’ to the whole parameter space.

As for the occurrence of spatially homogeneous
havior versus pattern formation on the surface our anal
shows that for sufficiently small noise spatially homog
neous noisy behavior prevails. With increasing noise stren
we observe, depending onY andDY, large scale spatial pat
terns~island formation!, which nucleate and then coarsen v
slow domain wall motion, or small scale spatial patterns w

FIG. 18. For high noise strength there is a large region in
rameter space for which one observes the upper or the lower br
with superposed bursts. Here we show the time dependence
bursts superposed on the lower noisy branch using the same
coding as for Fig. 17;Y50.11 andDY50.09. Snapshots of the
spatial structure for a fixed timet for the time dependence shown o
top are for~a! t52500 and~b! t53200. The bursting process oc
curs indefinitely. In the top diagram the CO2 rate is in arbitrary
units and the time on the abscissa is in seconds.
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a short lifetime ~reminiscent of spatiotemporal intermi
tency!.

We would like to stress that, although we have ma
no adjustments with respect to the location and width
the hysteresis loop for experiments versus modeli
the phase diagramsY versusDY for the transient as wel
as for the asymptotic~in time! behavior are very similar
qualitatively and that there is almost quantitative agr
ment concerning the location and areas of most types of
havior. We conclude from this observation that the pha
diagrams are rather insensitive to changes of the value
the diffusion coefficients by a factor of 2 or 3. Substant
changes in the phase diagrams are to be expected, how
when the diffusion coefficients are changed by orders
magnitude.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

In the present paper we have shown that for the oxida
of CO on Ir~111! there is semiquantitative and even quan
tative agreement between the effects of external noise
posed on the flux rate as observed experimentally and
results found from the modeling using reaction-diffusi
equations suitably modified by additive and multiplicati
noise. This close agreement can be traced back to the
that all parameters occurring in the rate equations are kn
exceptionally well experimentally; a situation unknown f
autocatalytic chemical reactions in bulk samples such as
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction.

In particular we note that in the region of paramete
where one has a stationary hysteresis loop deterministic
we find both experimentally and theoretically, phenome
such as slow wall motion for the transition between the u
per and lower branch, noise-induced bursts on both branc
as well as noise-induced switching between the two branc
for sufficiently large noise strength.

While the spatial patterns could not be observed exp
mentally, we could deduce the spatial patterns from the m
eling in one and two spatial dimensions. It is most notew
thy that the long transients observed experimentally fi
deterministically@24# and here in the presence of noise c
be naturally associated with wall motion.

It will be most interesting to investigate similar reactio
on other well-characterized surfaces. This would allow a f
ther enhancement of our understanding of systems tha
clude both spatial degrees of freedom and various no
sources, a field which is basically wide open, since typica
there are only models without any concrete experiments
compare with.
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